
 

Canadian and International Law, Grade 12 

CLN4U 

Teacher: Mr. Powers 

email: adam.powers@ocdsb.ca 
 
OVERVIEW: This course explores a range of contemporary legal issues and how they are addressed 

in both Canadian and international law. Students will develop an understanding of the principles of Canadian and 
international law and of issues related to human rights and freedoms, conflict resolution, and criminal, environmental, and 
workplace law, both in Canada and internationally. Students will apply the concepts of legal thinking and the legal studies 
inquiry process, and will develop legal reasoning skills, when investigating these and other issues in both Canadian and 
international contexts.  
 
Prerequisite: Any university or university/college preparation course in Canadian and 
world studies, English, or social sciences and humanities. 
 

 
Strand 

 
Overall Expectations 

 
Strand A: The Inquiry 
Process and Skill 
Development in 
LegalStudies 
 
 

A1. The Inquiry Process in Legal Studies: use the legal studies inquiry process and the 
concepts of legal thinking when investigating legal issues in Canada and around the world, 
and issues relating to international law 
A2. Developing Transferable Skills: apply in everyday contexts skills developed through the 
study of law, and identify careers in which a background in law might be an asset 
 
This strand of the curriculum is interwoven throughout each of the course units. 

Strand B: Legal 
Foundations 

B1. Principles of Law: identify foundational concepts and principles relating to law and 
explain their significance (FOCUS ON: Legal Significance) 
B2. Legal Theory and Procedures: analyse how and to what extent various legal theories and 
procedures have influenced the Canadian and international legal systems (FOCUS ON: 
Interrelationships; Legal 
Perspective) 
B3. Development of Law: explain various influences, including those of individuals and 
groups, on the development of Canadian and international law (FOCUS ON: Continuity and 
Change) 

Strand C: Rights and 
Freedoms 

C1. Legal Principles of Human Rights Law: explain the principles underpinning human 
rights law and the legal significance of those laws, in Canada and internationally (FOCUS 
ON: Legal Significance) 
C2. Development of Human Rights Law: analyse issues associated with the development of 
human rights law, in Canada and internationally (FOCUS ON: Continuity and Change) 
C3. Protection of Human Rights and Freedoms: compare the roles of the legislative and 
judicial branches of government in protecting human rights and freedoms, with a particular 
emphasis on Canada (FOCUS ON: Legal Significance; Interrelationships; Legal 
Perspective) 
C4. Contemporary Issues: analyse various contemporary issues in relation to their impact or 
potential impact on human rights law (FOCUS ON: Legal Perspective) 
 

 



Strand D: Foundations of 
International Law and 
Dispute 
Resolution 
 

D1. Fundamentals of International Law: explain the legal importance of various key 
principles and issues in international law (FOCUS ON: Legal Significance) 
D2. Development of International Law: analyse how various factors have influenced the 
development of international law (FOCUS ON: Legal Significance; Continuity and Change) 
D3. Conflict and Cooperation: analyse how various agreements, treaties, and conventions in 
international law influence international conflict and cooperation (FOCUS ON: Legal 
Significance; Interrelationships; Legal Perspective) 
 

Strand E. International 
Legal Issues 

E1. Criminal Law: analyse various key concepts, legal systems, and issues in criminal law, 
in Canada and internationally (FOCUS ON: Legal Significance; Interrelationships; Legal 
Perspective) 
E2. Environmental Protection: analyse factors that influence the effectiveness of domestic 
and international environmental legislation (FOCUS ON: Continuity and Change; Legal 
Perspective) 
E3. Workplace Legal Issues: analyse legal principles, systems, and processes used to protect 
various parties’ interests in the workplace, in Canada and internationally (FOCUS ON: 
Legal Significance; Interrelationships) 
E4. Emerging Legal Issues: analyse emerging global issues and their implications for 
international law (FOCUS ON: Legal Perspective) 
 

 
Curriculum: The full text of the curriculum can be found online.  
Full curriculum: http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/secondary/2015cws11and12.pdf 
 
Evaluation 
 

 
TERM 

 

 
FINAL  

 
Student work and performance will be 
assessed and evaluated based upon the 
curriculum's overall learning expectations for 
the course outlined by the Ministry of 
Education. 
 
When work is ASSESSED, comments will be 
made on student work as feedback to support 
the student's ongoing learning and 
improvement. Examples of assessment may 
include observations, informal quizzes, rough 
drafts of assignments, or student /teacher 
discussions. 
 
When work is EVALUATED, a level or 
percentage grade will be assigned to student 
work according to a rubric or marking 
scheme. Examples of evaluations may include 
formal quizzes, unit tests, mid-terms, lab 
reports, assignments, and final evaluation 
task(s).  

 
 
Term Work                                70% 
(ex. Quizzes, Presentations, Debates, Essays, etc.) 
 
Final Evaluation(s)  
(Exam and/or other means of evaluating achievement -i.e.- project, interview…) 
30% 
  
           Total Mark Allocation:   100% 
 

 

 

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/secondary/2015cws11and12.pdf


REQUIRED MATERIALS: 
It is recommended that all students have the required learning materials (such as a three ring binder, lined paper, pens, pencils, and 
erasers) to ensure student success. Students are welcome to bring their own tablet, laptop or other Wifi compatible devices, but are 
responsible for their safety and storage while on school property. Students are responsible for all of their personal property and may 
use these devices to enhance learning, at the teacher’s discretion. 
 
Please see Student Planner for policies on punctuality, absenteeism, examinations, academic fraud, and other student responsibilities. 
 
The “Big Ideas”: 
 
The concepts of Legal thinking are: 
 

● Legal significance  
● Continuity and change 
● Interrelationships 
● Legal perspective 

 
These concepts underpin thinking and learning in all Law courses in the Canadian and world studies program. At least one concept of 
legal thinking is identified as the focus for each overall expectation. 
 
COMMUNICATION: 
The staff at Osgoode Township High School is committed to the success of all students.  Students are strongly encouraged to 
seek extra help from the teacher, both in and out of the classroom when necessary.  Please feel free to contact the school at 
(613) 821-2241 if you have any questions or concerns.  My email address is  adam.powers@ocdsb.ca. 
 

Inquiry-Based Learning: An Approach to Learning 
 
Inquiry: What in inquiry? The following passage helps us realise how we can achieve deeper understanding 
when studying and learning new subjects.  We will strive to achieve these together.  
 
Rules of the Inquiry-Based Classroom  

1

●  There is not a single and correct answer for an important question. Life is about the consideration of plausible and 
imperfect alternatives. 

● Everyone is entitled to an opinion, but the best opinions are supported by valid evidence and sound reasons. 
● Coming to understand important ideas is like attaining fitness: it takes work and practice over time. 
● When a question is posted on the wall, it means that we are going to consider it again and again 
● Inquiry is not a spectator sport; each person needs to listen actively and participate 
● Everyone is fair game. I won’t only call on people who raise their hands. 
● If and when I or others challenge your comment, it doesn’t mean we don’t like you or don’t value your 

contribution. We’re testing the strength of the idea. 
● Considering another point of view in an open-minded way might help you clarify and expand your thinking and 

understanding. 
● Making mistakes is an expected part of learning. If you never risk making a mistake, you’re not likely to improve. 

That’s why we question answers - in order to improve them. 
● You may find that you are reconsidering things that you thought you understood. That is normal - even desirable. 

 McTighe, Jay, and Grant P. Wiggins.Essential questions: opening doors to student understanding. Alexandria, Virginia: ASCD, 2013. 

Print. 
 
 

1  McTighe, Jay, and Grant P. Wiggins.Essential questions: opening doors to student understanding. Alexandria, Virginia: ASCD, 2013. 

Print. 
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